India's International Trade.
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Source: Ministry of Commerce (Accessed on 27 March 2022)
Note: Trade surplus is export minus import. Trade decit is just the opposite.

Unit: $ bn

Between Gems and Jewellery and Agriculture, which is a star performer on the
export front?
Many would select the Gems and Jewellery sector. Wrong!
India's export of Gems and Jewellery has fallen from $ 43 billion to $ 26
billion over the last ve years. The trade decit jumped from $ 11 billion to
$ 29 billion. Increasing import and decreasing export has delivered a double
whammy to this sector.
Whereas, in case of Agriculture & Allied Products the export has increased
from $ 32 billion to $40 billion. This sector's trade surplus has increased
from $ 8 billion to $ 19 billion.
Clearly, the export from the Agricultural and Allied sector outperforms and
outshines the much-acclaimed Gems and Jewellery sector.
According to Observatory of Economic Complexity (OEC), India's share in the
global export of Gems and Jewellery is 3.7% and it is 5.9%. in imports.
Apparently, India is a signicant importer than exporter of Gems and
Jewellery.
India's export of Gems and Jewellery peaked in 2011-12 with $46 billion.
This sector has since lost considerable ground.

Importance of Trade Surplus:
Trade surplus adds to the GDP. Whereas the trade decit is a drag
on the country's GDP.
Trade surplus tends to strengthen the country's currency (INR)
relative to other currencies.
Trade surplus indicates robust competitiveness of the sector
concerned.
Trade surplus contributes to employment and economic growth
locally.
Trade surplus help nancing import intensive sectors

Final Word
India's Agriculture and Allied sector contribute 17% to the GDP and
14% to the total merchandise exports. The fact that this sector earns
valuable trade surplus is not yet widely known.
It's time for the government to recognize
Agricultural and Allied Sector as export
intensive sector that generates signicant
trade surplus. This sector should get
priority attention.
Accelerating our agricultural export
will considerably enhance rural
prosperity. It would also bring in more
investments.

